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Blasko stays suspended for spring quarter
by Diane Rado
Staff reporter

Tkach wins second
Rodgers election

Because of negotiations yesterday
between the defense and the prosecution, University student David S.
Blasko, 121 State St., Apt. A6, will remain suspended until the end of the
quarter, his lawyer, Martin E.
Mohler, said.
Blasko, charged by city police April
4 with three counts of receiving stolen
property and suspended by the
University April 14, was scheduled to
appear at 9 a.m. yesterday for a hearing before the University Appeals
Board concerning his suspension.

Roland J. Tkach was elected
Student Government Association senator for Rodgers
Quadrangle in a second SGA
election held Wednesday,
Sheryl L Creed, chairman of
the Elections and Opinions
Board, said.
Tkach defeated his opponent,
James L. Harter by a 2 to 1
margin.
The second election was the
result of a complaint filed by
Harter because his name appeared incorrectly on the
original ballot.

But Myron Chenault, University
assistant vice provost for institutional
contracts, said the hearing did not

Negotiations leave open possibility of more charges
take place "because there are other
charges presently pending against
him which have more stringent
penalties."
"The hearing today would have
been based only on two charges,"
Chenault said, in reference to the
stolen operations research exam and
University keys Blasko was charged
with possessing after city police and
Campus Safety and Security searched
his apartment on March 17.
A DECISION to press further
charges against Blasko will be made
in the next few days, Chenault said,
but "we had to deal with the pending
suspension then (at the time of the

scheduled hearing)."
Blasko either had to be reinstated to
the University or remain suspended
until the end of the quarter, Chenault
explained.
Reva Anderson, chairman of the
Appeals Board, said Blasko withdrew
his request for a hearing at about 9:30
a.m. yesterday after his lawyer consulted with the University prosecutors.
"We were prepared to have the
hearing, but after much negotiation
with the counsel based on the situation, it was determined that he
(Blasko) would receive one quarter
suspension," Mohler said.
He added that "it is conceivable"

that Blasko could have received a
longer suspension if his case had been
heard by the Appeals Board.
THOMAS BURKE, assistant director of Campus Safety and Security,
said, "There was an extremely
damaging piece of evidence that
came up," which may have affected
the board's decision had there been a
hearing.
However, Mohler said, "I really
don't want to get into that," referring
to Burke's comment.
"As it stands now, there may be
other things in the wind for my
client," Mohler said, and added, "I
don't know if we're out of woods yet."
Decisions on the suspension cases of

University student Thomas Bertrams
and management graduate assistant
Timothy Pequignot, both of 131 State
St., Apt. B3, also were made yesterday, Anderson said.
The decisions cannot be released to
the public, however, until after Anderson notifies President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. of it today.
Both Bertrams and Pequignot were
charged by city police April 3 with
three counts of receiving stolen property including University examinations and keys and were suspended by
the University the same day.
They appeared before the University Appeals Board at 1 p.m. yesterday
for a hearing.
The board reached a decision on the
cases at 5:15 p.m. yesterday, Anderson said.

Ring-a-thon features
handbell ringers
"Ask not for whom the bell
tolls. It tolls for thee" may
have captured the spirit of the
Spanish Civil War, but participants in a 12-hour ring-athon Saturday also may find
some inspiration in the line.
More than 90 handbell ringers
from eight community choirs
will be participating in the ringa-thon beginning at 9 a.m. at
the First Methodist Church,
1506 E. WoosterSt. One or
more bells will be ringing constantly for the entire 12 hours.
A public concert will be held
at 8 p.m. tomorrow as part of
the ring-a-thon. Guest conductor will be Donna Huffman,
professional musician and
librarian at Interlocken Music
Camp in Michigan.
Proceeds from a doughnut
sale and donations will be used
to send the ringers to a national
American Guild of English
Handbell Ringers festival. The
festival will be held at the
University July 3-7 and will
feature about 1,500 ringers from
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia.
"You don't need to be a musician at all to ring a handbell,"
Kitty Williams, director of
three handbell choirs at the
First Presbyterian Church in
Bowling Green, said.

sla(( photo by Dale Omori

Sun, study and solitude

Joni Ford, junior fashion merchandising major (left): Kellee Lawler. senior education major
(center) and Joann Motuza, senior marketing research major couldn't pass up the steps in front
of the Education Building to soak up yesterday's sunshine.

Rhodes approves student legal services bill
by Mary Alice Hentges
staff reporter

A bill providing legal services for
students at state funded colleges and
universities was signed late Wednesday by (JO\ . James A. Rhodes.
The bill, which already has passed
both houses of the Ohio Legislature,
will enable students to seek legal advice on a voluntary basis.
House Bill 833, which would allow
trustees of state supported schools to
provide legal services for their

weather
Sunny. High 66 F (19 C), low
39 F (4 C), 10 percent chance of
precipitation.

students, would not cover legal action
taken against the state, law enforcement officers, the college or university or another university student. State
Representative Michael Stinziano,
(D-Columbus), said.
The service would deal with
landlord-tenant problems, traffic
violations or problems with goods purchased by the student.

financed by students who decided to
participate in the plan.
Mark E. Krach, former state and
community affairs coordinator and
president of the Ohio Student Association, said the service would probably
cost students less than $5 a year. He
said this fee is the pattern for such
plans throughout the country.
"Passage of the student legal service bill is a milestone for student
THE SERVICE, which would pro- legislation in Ohio," Stinziano said,
vide for legal advisement only and not adding that passage of the bill "marks
for representation in court, would be the beginning of more active student

Apathy:
Voter turnout low at other universities
by Mary Alice Hentges
Staff reporter

Bowling Green is not alone. Or
perhaps it is SGA that is not alone.
Low voter turnout for student
government elections is a common
problem for Mid-American Conference schools, and perhaps one faced by universities throughout the
country.
Almost 1,600 students voted in the
recent Student Government Association elections. This is less than 10 percent of the student enrollment at the
University and is average in comparison to other universities.

6.5 percent of the students voted in recent student government elections,
Bruce Franclscy, editor of UTs Collegian, said.
Miami University seems to be an
exception. With a student enrollment
of about 15,000,27 percent voted in the
primary election and about 20 percent
in the general election, Elizabeth
Haganbuch, student body president,
said.

CMU students are not very aware of
the issues, Pioch said, adding that this
year's turnout was "slightly higher"
than in recent years.
AT NORTHERN Illinois University,
with about 17,000 full-time students,
nearly 19.5 percent voted in the recent
two-day elections, Paul Seidler, elections commissioner, said.
Because none of the six presidential
candidates received the required 50
percent of the votes, a one-day runoff
election was held, Seidler said.
About 14 percent of the students
voted in the runoff, which is the best
turnout ever for a one-day election,
Seidler said.
Ohio University, with a student
body of about 14,000, has some serious
problems with student government,
Anne Saker, a reporter for OU's
newspaper, said.

IF A candidate received more than
50 percent of the primary votes, he
automatically wins the general election, Haganbuch said, adding that this
year's primary determined the student body president and vice presiAt Kent State University, with a stu- dent.
dent body of about 16,000, only 1,351
students voted in Student Caucus elecHaganbuch said last year's voter
tions held last week, David Lorris, turnout was the highest ever, with 34
chairman of the KSU election com- percent of the students voting in the
mission, said.
primary and 25 percent in the general
IN 1978, the Undergraduate Student
election. Haganbuch attributes this
NO BLACK students and only one year's lower voter turnout to rainy Government voted themselves out of
woman were elected to the nine at- weather on election day.
office, Sakre said.
One year later, a group of students
large positions for which 13 canAt Central Michigan University,
where about 16,000 students are presented a new student government
didates ran, Lorris said.
Low turnout was the result of a lack enrolled, almost 1,600 ballots were constitution to University President
of candidates running and a cast, Chris Pioch, Student Association Charles J. Ping, Saker said.
Ping said he would accept the conbreakdown of video equipment that member, said. Although this is just
publicized the platforms of can- less than 10 percent of the students, stitution if 25 percent of the student
didates, Lorris said.
Pioch said Student Association body would ratify it. Although only 22
At the University of Toledo, with members were "pretty happy with the percent ratified the document, Ping
granted a three-year extention.
about 17,500 full-time students, about turnout"

The constitution recently was resubmitted to Ping, who said only 18 percent of the student body was needed to
ratify the constitution. In a recent
ratifying election, only 17.4 percent of
the student body voted, Saker said.
THE STUDENTS have asked for a
two-year extention, but no decision
has been made yet, Saker said.
An election for college representatives and senators-at-large was held
last fall at OU in which only 8 percent
of the students voted, Saker said.
With a student body of about 35,000,
nearly 14 percent of Indiana University's students voted in the recent election, Lynn Lambuth, state affairs
editor for the Indiana Daily Student,
said.
She said this year's election for student body president, vice president
and 19 senators constitutes a 2 percent
drop in voter turnout compared to last
year.
Election hearings have been
scheduled because the members of
two parties have filed petitions to contest the election, Lambuth said.
Violations cited include the
modification of polling times without
the required approval of the senate,
candidates campaigning within 60 feet
of the polling place and a poll worker
wearing a T-shirt advocating one of
the parties, Lambuth said.

involvement in the legislative process.
"It shows that people are no longer
regarding students as the dissidents of
the late '60s," Stinziano said, adding
that he is disappointed the bill did not
pass five years ago when it was first
introduced.
STUDENTS IN almost all other
states have some legal service, Stinziano said.
Krach said the present Student
Government Association and other
major organizations must sit down

with the Administration and divise a
way to implement the plan. They
would submit their ideas in the form
of a proposal to the University Board
of Trustees for approval.
Comparing the plan to the University Shuttle Service, Krach said U » ouid
take about three years to get the program started.
Implementation of the plan could
range from having a full-time attorney at the University to allowing
students to consult an area law firm,
Krach said.

BSU opposes reduction
in number of S/U options
by Paula Winslow
stall reporter

The Black Student Union last night voted to oppose a recommendation
to Faculty Senate to reduce the number of S/U courses a student may take
during his four years at the University from 12 to four.
The BSU also rejected the portion of the recommendation that
eliminates the three-week period at the beginning of each quarter during
which a student may change from taking a course for a grade to taking it
for S/U credit.
The Student Government Association also has opposed the recommendation of the senate's Academic Advisory Committee, according to Lyle
Ganske, SGA academic affairs coordinator. The senate will vote on the
issue at its meeting Tuesday.
Maurice Harris, BSU ombudsmen, said the committee's reasoning that
students are abusing the S/U privilege by taking their most difficult required courses S/U instead of for a grade is misleading.
"WE FEEL that's insufficient grounds," he said. "Many of the colleges
don't even allow it."
He noted that most students allowed to take courses in their majors for
S/U credit are in the College of Arts and Sciences - eight of that college's
16 departments allow its majors the option.
Majors in the College of Musical Arts can take only two specific music
courses for S/U credit. Students in the Business Administration and
Health and Community Services colleges are not allowed to take any
courses in their major for S/U credit, and those in the College of Education strongly are advised to do the same, Harris reported.
Restricting the number of S/U options available could keep students
from trying to explore new areas of knowledge outside their majors, Harris explained.
"THE INITIAL purpose of the S/U grading system was to provide a
way for students to take courses outside of their major," he said.
continued on page 3
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opinion
Remembering the
mood of that fatal era
Editor's Note: Tills is a reprint of an editorial that appeared on the front page
of the May 5,1970 Issue of The BG News, the day after four students were shot at
Kent State University.

This morning, don't go to your classes. Classes have
been canceled until at least 1 p.m. Go instead to the
inner-campus near the steps of Williams Hall.
Here, some vital issues will be discussed, for a change.
From this discussion, we hope a lot of people will come to
grips in their minds with the problems that are tearing the
campuses and the nation apart.
Unless you've had your head in the sand the past week,
you know what the problems are.
Students are dead at Kent. That's just down the road.
Students were gassed and clubbed at Ohio State. That's
also just down the road.
Last Thursday night, we had our token demonstration at
Bowling Green-whatever it meant or didn't mean.
It's a fool who says nothing's happening in this country.
You know something's happening on the campuses.
Maybe the problem is in black student demands, or
ROTC. Maybe it's in a government that, in the name of
peace, expands the scale of a bloody, pointless war. Maybe
it boils down to being fed up with the system.
Have you thought about it? You'd better. Do you care?
You'd better.
What happens here, or doesn't happen, will happen in the
name of Bowling Green students. Today, you can agree
with the speaker with the biggest mouth. Preferably, you
will weigh with a critical mina the opinions presented.
Anyone who says that issues will be resolved today is an
idealist. If students on this campus are so easily swayed as
to swallow their individuality and be told what to believe,
they don't deserve to be called educated.
What can happen today is that students may walk away
from the steps of Williams Hall more concerned and more
informed about the problems facing us all.
You won't agree with everything you hear, but give
everyone their say. That's the least you'd expect in their
place.
Kent students faced their problems with rocks in their
hands. A result was four deaths.
Today, leave the rocks at home.

An event that should
never be forgotten
Four students dead at Kent State. Ten years ago this
Sunday the headlines of almost every newspaper in the
country carried this morbid message to the public.
Ten years is a long time, and the memories of that fatal
day have begun to fade. However, the shootings will retain
their symbolic importance in the minds of college students
for many years to come.
Kent students, and all college students, were using the
only means that they knew of to create change - violence.
The late '60s and early '70s were turbulent years. Students
then were upset about many things that are riling students
today.
But the experience at Kent has taught today's generation
of college students that violence does not solve problems; it
only creates more problems.
Students of the '80s are fighting to create change, too. But
they are attempting to work within the system to achieve
change, not create friction by revolting against it.
The Kent killings have proven to many people that college students are a viable voice; they must be heard. In
1970, students pressed this point by violently forcing the
system to acknowledge their opinions.
Tragically, it took four lives lost at Kent to help give
students the strong voice they have today.
The importance of May 4,1970 will not vanish into antiquity. Whenever you wish your opinions be heard,
remember much is owed to the students who forged their
voice on those who were unwilling to listen. Four students
lost their lives to give all of us what we have today. A
sacrifice like that could and should never be forgotten.
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FOUR STUDENTS KILLED AT KENT

Anguish: Monday, May 4, 1970, 12:27 p.m.

May 4,1970

photo by AP

•

A perspective on life-shaping events

KENT, Ohio - A decade ago this Sunday, on the green and rolling Kent State
campus, a harried rank of Ohio National Guardsmen wheeled on a hilltop,
leveled its weapons and opened fire on a band of angry young anti-war
demonstrators.
The volley lasted 13 seconds - 28 muzzles, 61 rounds. Four students died. Nine
fell wounded. The soldiers, who said they shot to defend themselves from taunting rock throwers, counted two injured in the ranks.
"The guardsmen raised their guns and I started running away from them as
did other people on the bottom of the hill," says Alan Canfora, a 21-year-old
undergraduate that May 4. "As soon as I turned, I heard the guns going off. At
that point, I saw a tree, and instead of lying down flat, I took a couple of steps
behind the tree.
"As 1 crouched behind the tree, I felt a bullet pass through my right wrist.
That was in perhaps the first two seconds of the shooting."
FIVE DAYS before. President Richard M. Nixon's stunning announcement of
what he called the Cambodian incursion brought swift and sometimes furious
reaction on campuses across the war-divided country.
Kent State students demonstrated peacefully May 1, but there was violence in
town that night. Arsonists burned the ROTC building the next day.
The mayor turned to the governor for National Guard help. On May 3,
soldiers with bayonets fixed to their M-l rifles, arrested 51 members of an unruly crowd which viewed them as occupiers of the campus.
Most in the field of fire the following day were demonstrators gathered for a
noon protest - although one of the dead may merely have happened
along on her way to class. Some were ^mmm^^mm^.^m
sympathetic bystanders.
ORDERS to disperse were ignored.
"We didn't back down because we
thought there was absolutely no
reason for them to fire," said Canfora,
one of the most visible protestors.
"The students weren't doing anything
to deserve to be shot"
Few at Kent State now can say they
knew the four who died - Allison
Krause, Sandra Scheuer, Jeffrey
Miller and William Schroeder. But ^^,^mmm
their names are nearly as familiar to
the 18,000 enrollees as to Canfora, now a library science graduate student.
Orientation for freshmen - some of them first graders 10 years ago - includes a
session on the shootings.
"The freshmen have a great deal of interest in what happened on May 4,"
said senior marketing major Phil Johnson, one of the orientation instructors.
"When you're a Kent State student, you're touched forever by it"
SO, OF course, are the guardsmen, eight of whom a federal grand jury indicted in 1974 for civil rights violations. They were acquitted.
A defense lawyer, CD. Lambros, told the jury in his opening statement "All
fired because of fear."
Students harassed and cursed the soldiers from the outset he said, and just
before the shooting "students were shouting 'kill, kill, kill,' and hurling rocks."
At least 30 chanting demonstrators surged toward the guardsmen just before
the killings, be said. The prosecution claimed its proof showed otherwise.
Robert McCoy, executive assistant to the university president, says the
shootings make everything the school does more difficult.
IN 1977 the administration began a determined effort to build a large gymnasium and recreational facility on Blanket Hill near the site of the shootings.
Students and others opposed to the construction occupied the grassy slope.
They believed the building was part of a scheme to destroy the memory of May
4,1970. They lived in tents, and the hill became known as "Tent City."
"We were hurt by the coverage," Milton E. Wilson, dean of student affairs,
said. "There were a couple of years straight, during the Tent City protest,
where we lost 1,000 freshmen."

But the protest faded and the modern, heavily used gymnasium stands where
Tent City had been. The May Fourth Task Force, a student group which conducts annual commemorative activities, no longer considers it an issue. And
Wilson says freshmen enrollments the past two years increased steadily.
"YES, we would like to ease the memory," McCoy said. "But we don't want
to cover it up or eliminate it. We would like to have it brought into perspective.
"So a statement is now printed on page two of every university catalog. It
puts the lie to accusations that the university wants to cover up what happened."
The statement recounts the shootings and says the university has created,
among other memorials, a Center for Peaceful Change.
Thomas R. Hensley, associate professor of political science, thinks the 10th
anniversary of the shootings will be different than past anniversaries because
the litigation they produced has ended.
HE AND sociology professor Jerry M. Lewis wrote the book "Kent State and
May 4." Hensley also studied the political and legal aspects of the civil suits
brought in federal court by parents and wounded students against Gov. James
A. Rhodes and other officials.
"Controversy still surrounded the shootings for every year until this one,"
Hensley said. "The litigation had stretched out through almost an entire
decade."
The parties settled Jan. 4,1979. The plaintiffs received 1675,000, with $50,000
allotted for attorney fees and $25,000 for expenses. The bulk of the money,
$350,000, went to Dean Kahler, a student wounded and paralyzed.
Part of the settlement was a brief statement by the defendants, ironed out by
lawyers and U.S. District Judge William K. Thomas, which the parents and
students took for an apology. Defendant Sylvester DelCorso, retired adjutant general of the Ohio National
Guard and commander of the troops
that fatal day, said it was not.
IT READ in part:".. .The students
may have believed they were right in
continuing their mass protest in
response to the Cambodian invasion,
even though this protest followed the
posting and reading by the university
by M. R. Kropko
of an order to ban rallies and an order
Associated Press writer
to disperse. These orders have since
been determined by the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals to have been lawful.
"Some of the guardsmen on Blanket Hill, fearful and anxious from prior
events, may have believed in their own minds that their lives were in danger.
Hindsight suggests that another method would have resolved the confrontation.
Better ways must be found to deal with such confrontations.

'Four dead
in Ohio'

"We devoutly wish that a means had been found to avoid the May 4 events...
We deeply regret those events and are profoundly saddened
We hope that
the agreement to end this litigation will help to assuage the tragic memories
regarding that sad day."
Florence Schroeder of Lorain, mother of one of the dead, talked about her and
her husband's feelings about the decade of court action.
"THERE WAS a great attempt to cover up... We did not allow that to happen," she said. "We believe that the shootings at Kent State attracted so much
attention that it signaled the beginning of the withdrawal from Vietnam."
Kent State President Brage Golding said that, though he believes remembrance of May 4 is important, he paid progressively less attention to it in his
three annual all-faculty addresses since 1978. That, he thinks, is sign of progress.
Still, Golding said, "Now buildings may replace old, faculty and staff come
and go, the curriculum be continuously revised, but the lessons of May 4,1970
will surely be taught forever at Kent State."

briefs.

University group generates energy concern

Schools will interview
North Union Local Schools, Richwood, Ohio, will interview on campus Tuesday for science comprehensive, music education and special
education majors. To sign up, see the Placement Office, 360 Student
Services Bldg. Sign-ups also will be taken for Jackson Public Schools,
which will interview for a high school football coach.

Siren test today
The Wood County Disaster Service Agency will conduct a countywide
siren test today between 10 a.m. and noon.

'Breaking Away' canceled
The campus film, "Breaking Away," originally scheduled for this
weekend has been canceled because of the upcoming television airing.
In its place, "Alien" will be shown.

Sign-up extended for hockey
Registration for the Student Recreation Center's floor hockey teams
has been extended to today. The four divisions are: independent,
fraternity, women and coed. Participants can enter one of the first
three divisions and the coed divisions with nine players per team. Persons interested in refereeing and team captains should attend a
meeting Sunday at 9 p.m. in the rec center Conference Room.

by Faith Marshaus

For many students at the University, energy conservation involves little
more than flicking off a light switch,
taking cold showers and walking,
rather than driving, uptown on Thursday nights.
One group of University administrators and faculty, however, is
attempting to generate local concern
for community energy problems
through a series of workshops in area
counties.
Dr. Thomas B. Cobb, co-director of
the Bowling Green Energy Team, said
that "different communities face different conservation problems," and
that the goal of the team is to aid
citizens in developing self-help in solving these problems.
The six communities chosen for
study-Bryan, Lima, Sandusky, Wauseon, Tiffin and Fremont-were
selected because they are representative of diverse energy needs present
in northwest Ohio, Cobb said.

FOR EXAMPLE, Bryan features a
solar-powered radio station as a uniSymphony Chorus to perform
que energy-saving method. Lima has
one of the few successful mass transit
The Elkhart County Symphony Chorus, under the direction of
systems for a city of less than 100,000
Charles Sumner, will be in concert Sunday at the First United
persons. Sandusky's energy usage is
Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooster St., at 7 p.m.
much higher during summer months
when Cedar Point Amusement Park is
in operation.
James L. Lit win, director of instituTwo concerts are planned for the Musical Arts Center this weekend.
tional studies and a member of the
Today at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall, the University's Concert Band I, conteam, said the group's original intent
ducted by Barry Kopetz, will present a free concert. Tomorrow at 2
was to "get a lot of people involved,"
p.m. the Seventh Annual Northwest Ohio Tubathon will be held in the
and to help communities manage excenter's courtyard with 28 tubists performing The program is free.
ternal forces controlling their energy
policies.
**********************
*
*
*

Two concerts planned

GOOD LUCK

CONGRATULATIONS

TO THE

1980-81 Student Consumer
Union Officers

r0

Chairman:
Public Relations
Director:
Complaints
Director:
Off Campus
Housing Director:
Special Projects
Director:
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Chooses six communities for study

Karen Chromen

i ALPHA GAM I
BETA TEAM

Mona McCoy

WE KNOW YOUR

Ed Aumiller
Kim Slavin
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Judy Makaryk
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By establishing what they call a
grass-roots campaign, three goals are
emphasized.
First, inter-relationships between
various topics usually treated
singulary-energy, environment,
social harmony and population-are
stressed.

community's specific problems. involved in problem-solving opporResource packets using data from the tunities."
meetings are then developed by the
The team would like to check back
team, and a day-and-a-half workshop two or three years from now to assess
is conducted.
the impact of the workshops. Although
The team then forms a proposal and success of the project is difficult to
sends copies to workshop par- determine, Litwin said, "At least peoticipants, key members of local ple will be more aware of the progovernment and members of the state blems and the solutions after the
LITWIN SA(D another goal of the legislature from the community.
workshop than before."
group is trying to prove "personal inThe project is unique not only to this
The energy team is funded by a
itiatives are probably going to do as area, but to the entire country.
grant from the Community Service
much to solve the problem as the local
and Continuing Education Division of
government, mayor, etc."
"ENERGY IS as much social and the U.S. Office of Education. Other
A third team objective is to bring political as it is technological, and if members include Dr. Delmer M.
together groups of people with no we can solve some of the problems Hilyard, professor of speech, Dr.
other avenues of communication, locally, we can begin on a national Roger C. Anderson, associate prosuch as businessmen, educators, mer- level," Litwin said.
fessor of political science, Nancy L.
chants, members of local government
"We are beginning to bring to the at- Miller, University Division of General
and other citizens.
tention of state-level officials the kind Studies, and Justine Magsig, program
"Our purpose," said Litwin, "Is to of things the local communities coordinator.
help people become more aware of want," added Litwin. "This is a good
The last workshop, which will be
solutions, and to encourage them to example of how a university can get free, will be held in Fremont May 8-9.
take the situation into their own
hands." This is done through smallgroup discussions led by a team
Irom page 1
member, he added.
Participants are asked what factors
they consider important when energy
"Reducing it from 12 to four would not allow the student that freedom to
policy is made. In past workshops,
explore different fields."
responses have shown that economic,
Requiring that a course be taken for a grade could backfire on the stupolitical and technical factors are
dent if he finds he is not adept in that area, Harris said.
seen as the most important factors.
"If he didn't like that certain field he would be penalized for it just for
Individual needs, freedom and social
trying to get different knowledge," he said.
harmony were not taken into consideration,
BSU's objections to eliminating the three-week S/U option period stem
from the student's need to see if his "style" agrees with the instructor's
LITWIN SAID while this attitude
before determining if it would be better to take the course for S/U or
was suspected before workshops
regular grade credit, Harris said.
began, it now has been confirmed.
The process for each community
studied usually takes about four to five
weeks. Area members first meet with
the energy team to discover their

BSU

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

No. 1
MANAGEMENT
Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies
Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s
Cherry Wood Club
Office daily Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in April

THE MARKETING CLUB WOULD
LIKE TO EXTEND A SINCERE APOLOGY
FOR ANY UNFORTUNATE
MISUNDERSTANDINGS AT FRIDAY'S
TACO & MARGUERITA PARTY ON
FRIDAY, APRIL 25th AT THE UPTOWN.
THE CLUB ASSUMES FULL RESPON-!
SIBILITY
AND WOULD LIKE TO INVITE EVERYONE|
TO AN EXTRA SPECIAL NIGHT AT
|THE UPTOWN ON FRIDAY, MAY 2.
] NO COVER CHARGE WITH LOTS OF
[SPECIALS FROM 4 p.m.-7:30 p.m.

•**•*•••*•*•*••••*••

NOW
THREE
REASONS
TO BUY'
2.
CHOOSE

Lam da Chi Alpha offers you...
A representative of Lambda Chi
Alpha will be meeting with men
interested in this rare opportunity

today in the Court Room. 4th floor,
Student Services Building. You owe
yourself a chance for a more

rewarding college experience. Stop
in and ask about Lambda Chi
Alpha.

I

FREE RING
Trade in your man's gold
H S ring lor a SILADIUM8
College ring Iree.
ARTCARVED AISO AUOWS
BEST TRADE-IN VALUES
TOWARDS GOID RING
PURCHASES

A selection ol 17 innovative
and contemporary styles on
display this week only
AfrTCAWED FEATURES MORE
DESIGN VARIETY THAN ANY
OTHER COLLEGE RING COMPANY

3.
SAVE
Produced from a strong teweler's
olby. SIIADIUM® College nngs
are avoilable at specol sale prices.
ARTCARVED PROVIDES AN
AtTERNAT/VE TO THE HIGH PRICE Of GOLD

* BONUS: ArtCarved's College ring specialist is on campus today
to assist with this important and meaningful purchase.

"Lambda Chi Alpha offers you
A chanca to make lasting Iriend
ship*.

.COLLEGE RINGS

...symbolizing your ability to achieve.

Ring Days:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
May 5, 6, 7

Hours:
10:OOa.m. - 4:00 p.m.

A chanca to davalop your manage
man! and leadership abilities.
A thousand chances to have fun.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 - 5:00
Saturday, 9:00 - 5:00
Deposit required Master Oorge or Visa occepted

A chanca to serve your campus and
community.

* I960 -V-Co-vs*, Coirgr H><gi

College can be a great deal more In
Lambda Chi Alpha.

and responsibilities of full member
ship from the outset.

Lambda Chi Alpha, one of North
America's largest and most
respected fraternities Is starting a
new and different type of fraternity
at Bowling Green State University.

A raprasentaliva ol Lambda Chi Alpha will
ba mealing with man Intataitad In finding
out about thla rare opportunity In tha Court
Room. 4th Floor, Student Services
Building from 8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m You
owe yourself a chance tor a more rewarding college experience. Stop m and ask
about Lambda Chi Alpha today.

Lambda Chi Alpha has no pledges!
New members, known as Associate
Members have the rights, privileges,

LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA a Sharing
Experience
FRATERNITY

4 The BG News May 2, 1980

classified
SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnancy Aid & understanding.
EMPA 3S3 7041 4 353 2143.
Abortions to 15 weeks Lowest
Fees Call Akron women's Clirtc
tolMree 1800 3*2 91%.
TROYBILT ROTO TILLING done.
Call Mike 686 3423 or Ed 454 4553
B 10 pm
PERSONALS
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote tor your 500 Queen
Today 9 5 Univ Hall

Karen Henke: Good Luck in the
MISS BGSU Pageant. We know
you can do it. Love, the PZ't.
Dear Folk Guitar Lovers, Come
hear Missy & Cindy at LAROE'S
CAFE & TAVERN in Grand
Rapids, Ohio this Fn. A Sat. 9pmnpm. Take a break from the rock
scene A visit a unique tavern from
the days of the liOO's
m Space, No One Can Hear You
Scream! H
500
500
500
500
500

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

500 May
500 May
500 May
500 May
500 May

3
3
3
3
3
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500
500
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May
May
May
May
May

Lil Karl.

Beta 500 proceeds go to "The Big
Brothers of Wood County." So do
your part, vole for your Beta
Queen today Also, come to happy
hours Fri , May 2 at 4:30 at the
Trudy. Hooves, Baker too, we
know what you can do Don't be
afraid to set the pace cause
ALPHA GAMS are sure to place
NO. I!!! Go For It! Love, your
coaches, CC & Jan
Schmigma's, let's get psyched tor
the Beta coming May 3 Let's show
em that K,ippa Sig Spirit
Good Luck to the Chi Omega Beta
500 Team! We'll be there to cheer
you on! The Sisters.
Tonight's the night the Phi Mu
SAE tea it's going to be a wild one.
Maybe we'll see the Beta!___
TACOS & MARGUERITES. Today
4 7 30 pm. at Uptown No Cover
Charge Specials on Beer, Taco,
Marguerites
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Friday May 2 at the Beta House 707
6th St 4:30-?? Queen & teams will
be announced
Good Luck DZ Beta team, Lisa,
Penny, Tammy & Leslie! Love,
Coimda.

LOOK OUT!! The Delta Gamma
Sexiest Eyes Contest is in the
Union foyer this week, 9 5.
STUDY FOR FINALS AT SEA!!!
3 charter rate berths open aboard
2 masted windjammer
"Mary
Day" out of Camden, Maine, June
l 7 1225, includes meals. Details
from Beth, 372 4493

Mary congratulations on your AX
Sigma Chi pinning. It couldn't have
happened at a better time, or to a
nicer person I love ya Lil Sue
TO THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA
PHI EPSILON, GOOD LUCK AT
BETA. PLEDGII.
SENIOR CHALLENGE! SENIOR
CHALLENGE!
SENIOR CHALLENGE! SENIOR
CHALLENGE!

The Brotherhood of Sigma Phi Ep
silon Fraternity wishes everyone
'he Best of Luck in the 17th Annual
Beta 500

Anita & Vicki Good luck tonight!

THETA CHI OX ROAST Saturday,
May 10, 1980 at College Park
(Behind Otfenhauer) 1:00 5 00
Don't miss it'!

G.B..

When \Y% party time call Sub Me
Quickfor an Olympic Event. That's
our 5 ft party sub. Please calf 2
days ahead 352 4663_.
HAVE
YOU
BRADY!?????

SEEN

CHRIS

Julie, we'd love to have a
cheerleader in the house. Good
Luck m Finals! Love, Your Phi Mu
Sisters.

Mary who is pinned to a Sigma Chi
Congratulations Mary & John on
your Alpha Chi Sigma Chi pinning
Love, The AXs'
Big Linda, get psyched for Betal
Go For Three!!! Alpha Phi Love,

Alpha Phi Pushin' for three!
Alpha Phi Pushin' tor three!
Good Luck Beta Team

Beta House, 707 6th si

Sigma Nu's Good luck Chris, Bob,
Kent, Craig, Scott, Gary & Doug in
tomorrow's Beta We know you'll
oo great because after all, you're
Born to Run!!" Love, the Lil
Sisses

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

Congrats to the Golf. B softball,
A softball. volleyball & rdcouetball
teams on a perfect start Keep it
up The Brothers

We're behind you BOTH all of the
way. Can't wait to see XI smiles.
Love, all of your sisters
you are CRAZY but very

Today 9 5 Univ Hal_L
Sandy: Happy 22nd Birthday, I
tried to tell you & Kelley that State
had no class or taste. Love, Cookie.
The Beta's drawing nearer, so
come on out & hear the Lil Sigs
cheer for the champions of the
year. Love to the Brothers o* Alpha
Sigma Phi, vovr Lil slw*.
Guisite, congrats on your fine per
formance last weekend. We didn't
know you were such a talented
chair thrower The Brothers.
Beta's As the day of the race is
drawing near, we hope you're
ready to hear us cheer, because for
our Beta Fever condition we'll
cure it with our Spirit expedition! I
Liz Peterka Gook Luck in the Miss
BGSU Pageant. We're really proud
of you! L A. L, your ADPi Sisters.
Congratulations PAM REYNOLDS
on your pledging of the Delta Gam
mas. I'm sure you will enjoy
yourself with DG'S in the years to
come. Love Roger.
__
Hear WFAL's Sound System at the
Beta 500. "A Day at the Races with
WFAL " 680 AM
JB Heres to bubbles, kites, picnics,
honesty & of course a future of
mor* than lHlLove, LB.
Linda, Happy 21st Birthday! Now
you are ready to party!! Love.
your roommates.
LISA ANNE LANDIS Johnny
Walker & I would like to get
together with you as soon as possi
ble DRJP
Tonight is the night, so Sigma Chi
beware, for the Alpha Chi's are
coming together we'll make a
great pairl
JAMIE & JOHN congratulations
on your PHI MU PHI DELT Pinn
mg! What's next?? Love. Your

SPECIAL! it just may be a lunatic
I'm looking for! Be good! I am!
C.T.

send for Beta 500 Queen!! Good
Luck Sherry Love, Your Sisters

Hey Alpha X. Beta runners We
know you'll represent the house,
with the best ability, 'cause we've
got "BETA IN XI BAG" as
everyone
'EM!!!

will

see!

GO

GET

BETA HAPPY HOURS

Be A Winner: Vote Sherry Town

Sigma Phi Epsilon thanks Mark
Nichta on his excellent job in mak
ing this year's Mom's Day a fan
tastic time.
.
Sub-Me-Oulck Exclusive! Bombing hours 2-$pm Frtlday. May I
Regular Happy Hour prices,

Listen to the Artist Profile. Sun. at
10pm ft> hear the Who for an hour of
rock'n roll WFAL. 680 AM.

Congrats to Scott Stoli on appoint
ment to the Beta Gamma Sigma
Honorary. The Brothers of Kappa
Sigma

chiesfor a 81 SQ!
_
_
.
Good luck to all of the members on
the Sig Ep Beta team & especially
to coach JC for all his hard work &
dedication. From the Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.

FORGET TO

Beta Happy Hours
F nday May 2 at the Beta House 707
6th St. 4.30■?? Queen & teams will
be announced.
Best of luck to Mary Davis. Pam
Lmdsey & Linda Kaufman in the
Miss BGSU Pageant We're behind
you all the way Love, Your Sisters
of Chi Omega
Dawn, Good Luck in the Miss
BGSU Competition You've got all
our support. Love, Your Phi Mu
Sisters
Barb, congratulations on your new
grandchild. Love, The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsilon..
8 days until the Theta Chi Ox
Roast!! Don't Miss Itlll
in Gish Theatre, No One Can Hear
You Scream!!!
it's
it's
It's
its

A
A
A
A

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

Day
Day
Day
Day

Sat.
May
1230
Union

Jackie Young Good Luck in the
Beta Queen competition we think
you're the greatest! L & L, your
Alpha Deit Sisters
SAE HOGAMUNGA
Friday, May 9 behind Technology
Building, chase the pigs & drink
some bee'
^_^^__

Tammy Little Good Luck during
majorette tryouts Don't get too
worn out from the Beta. Love, The

What a night it will be.
with all three DZ, TKE & ZBT,
starting with a cookout at 6,
we could go all night ZEBES.

DZ's.

Mary & John congratulations on
your Sigma Chi Alpha Chi Omega
pinning Love, Heather, Marion &
Tammy

Delts are number on in volleyball!
Great job guys! Lil sisses

Bombing Hours, 2 5 pm Friday,
May 2. Sub Mo Quick
Regular
happy hour prices 5*7 pm.
HEY ALPHA PHI'S GOOD LUCK
AT THE BETA SATURDAY MOR
NING BUT BETTER LUCK AT
TEA SATURDAY NIGHT. DELTS.

it's A Beta Day Oval
it's A Beta Day Be There!

PI KAPPA PHI BROS. Get psych
edfor BETA weekend The primer,

its
It's
it's
It's
it's
it's

race & BBQ. We're ready to party
4. hope you are too!! Love, your
Lil' S.S'S

A
A
A
A
A
A

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

Sat.
May
12 30
Union
Oval
Be There!

Congrats to Brian Hearing the new
SGA Vice President The Brothers
oi Kappa Sigma,
Captain Guju: Tomorrow is your
chance to lead the Sigma Nu Beta
Team into first place Best of luck
to you & the rest of the team. Love,
Little Mary.
Every Mon., Tues. & Weds. Special
Days at Sub Me Quick. Get 2of any
52 75 subs for S3 95. Open 11 30
a.m. Delivery hrs. begin 4.30
pm 1 ;00am. Hotline 352 4663. Offer
good thru May 21st.

SUBS AT THE BETA!
Come & cure your afternoon mun-

Mary Good Luck in cheerieading
Finals! Smile, Be Peppy & GO
FOR IT! Love, your twin Linda

Brent, hope you're psyched tor the
Beta 500!! Here's to a great time!«
Love, Lil' Lynn

Cheryl, congrats on your lavalier
ing you sly "PHI" you .. Alpha Phi
Love, Kari

_

___

Beta 500 proceeds go to "The Big
Brothers of Wood County." So do
your part, vote tor your Beta
Queen today. Also come to Happy
Hours Fri. May 2 at 4:30 at the
Beta House 707 6th St
Get your tickets now! For the Kappa
Sigma Shopping Spree Win up to
5500 worth of groceries;
The Brood once
hands on you,
off
DEAD!!

they get their
you're better

Congratulations to Alpha Delta Pi
for receiving the Most improved

The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi are
PSYCHED for the Beta! Good
Luck Prep, Cindy, Nancy & Gena
we're all behind you'

Scholarship Award at ADPi State
Day

Our eyes were all watching as the
candle went by & our joy was for

Z<DE

SUBS AT THE BETA!
SUBS AT THE BETAI
ONLY A 11.50

BETA TEAM
from
Spring Quarter Pledge Class
WVVtMMWMMHWVWVWWVWWtMMWUVVWAAMAi

F. rmte. for the 2nd session of sum.
classes & or for the 1980-81 sch yr.
Brand new 4 bdrm. House 1 blk.
from campus. Call Anne or Lynn at
377 5208

51 50?! At the BETA 500, Saturday,
May 3rd
Stevie Weevie, Happy 1st AnnivM
Let's go crazy this weekend. Vento
love, your wild gird. XXOO.
ACTIVES We think you're the
greatest!!' Alpha Chi Love & Ours,

MIDNIGHT
$1.00 W/I.D.
Tickets go_gn sale at 8:00 P.M.
No Of* undf IB oOVniffd

Rmte. needed S125 mo. & deposit.
Util paid Ph. 354 1466.
Graduate student seeks to share
off-campus rent for Fall qtr. 1980.
Call 614 494 2579.

The Brothers of
Kappa Sigma
Proudly Announce
Their
New Pledges & Actives

F. rmte. fro wai sch. yr. Call
352 0992 Leslie.
HELP WANTEO
__________
Summer & full time employment
avail. Exciting work in the sales of
jewelry. No door to door sales!
Hourly wage plus commission.
419 65$ 2465 for Interview.
Counselors needed. Summer
residential camp for mentally
retarded girls.

ismmxoh

Call

372-4306 or

Need neat, personable people over
21 for waitress/waiter positions
Car

pool

BOGARTS

Pt.

avail, from BG. Call
i 599-5781 after 7pm

time

positions waiters

Sorority needs houseboy for 1980 81
school year. Call 372 SP07
FOR SALE
Crate Amp. 12" speaker. Good
practice amp. 35?-2Q33, call Qavid.

TOMSKERRm SK30URNEY WEAVER VERONICA CArTTWRIGHT
K*«RY DEAN STANTON JOHN HURT lANHOtW. YAPHET KOTTO=_
mou*rtOB''_o*ooMc*Mni o**cai
«JN —* "OH*! D SMI
OfftCttOt'WXMKO" SKOnil

. .

"■'" '• .!>'*>■

1973 Monte Carlo 350 V 8. Very
clean, no rust, only 30,000 mi. AC,
pwr. windows a. seats, AM/FM
stereo cassette with 6x9" spkrs. 4
stl. bltd. radiats 8. ? Pirelli stl. bidt
radial snowtlres in excell. cond.
Call Jerry 3720050, fr9pm any day
except Tw».
Grinnell Bros, piano. 352 5271 ext.
284, ask for Russ.

yellow Lab.
of utter male

R:-SSfi«<S

Avail, for summer. 2 4 people can
subls. 2 bdrm. apt. Use of indoor
pool, private balcony. Contact
Dave or Steve at 372-1216 or
352 7897.
834 Sixth St. Modem, 2 bdrm. epts.
AC. Now renting for summer. $400
& elec. for entire qtr. Call 352 5163
Or 352 4966
APARTMENTS FOR RENT;
2 3 bdrm. apts. for Summer & Fall.
Located at 315-3)9 S. Main. Call
Albert Newlove 352 5163
2 F. 201 S. College Dr. 353 3472. Kitchan prlvlleoti.

No Passes Accepted !!
SATURDAY-SUNDAY
ALL
SEATS..

831 7th St. Furn. 2 bdrm. apts. All
util. furn. except elec. Sllverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall. John
Newlove Real Estate. 352-6553,

NOW
SHOWING1

mer. Very close to campus. $87.50
plus gas, util., own room, shared
bath, kitchen, ate. Call Bessey

Deanne, M.B., Linda 4 Terra:
You're pushin' for us, but we're
cheering tor you! Good Luck!
Sisters of Alpha Phi.

FMf Iff IS ON
WMOIVff CA'CHti A
cur *«sr - WINS

Susan Callaghan

Jane AVaurer

Kris Simonsen

Julie Smith

10B0
(Pjsgnello-s

SPRING

PLEDGE

FAST FREE DELIVERY
3 52-.5166
TATUM O NfAl
KKHTV McNICHOl

Uttk
'Darling

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

rcLA«zEr)

1-800-438-8039

353 2333.
Summer furn. upper duplex for 3,
Fall Furn. lower duplex for 4. Ph.
352 009.
2 bdrm. deluxe furn. apt. avail.
May 1st Sept. 15th. 352-1730 or

STUDENT APARTMENTS
1
/BLOCK OFF CAMPUS, FALL 4SUMMER LEASES, 2 BDRM.
FURN. ffl 4671, ASK FOR TQM,
Apts., houses 1 rooms. Near campus. Summer rentals only.
Reasonable rates. ffl "«■
1 bdrm. apt. for summer, avail.
June 15. 2 biks from cmapus. AC,
double bed. Sax/summer.
3523f„ after*.

Call

2 bdrm. unfurn. 9 mo. laata $310
mo. 13 mo. lease, $340 mo. Cloaa to
campus. Cal| 353 4380,

What you can't HI
won't hurt you
H il kill you!

SATURDAY
MATIMKI
AT 1 P U

I

WWWBARELAU

UtFCtf

FOR RENT
SUMMER
APARTMENTS
CALL:
ALBERT NEWLOVE
352-5163

The Brotherhood of

Entire
Stock

Sigma Phi Epsilon
wishes to announce
their 1979-80 Sweetheart
of the year

REDUCED!
B?
OP:
<&%$*

Miss Julie Domokos
%%

THINK SPRING! «/>1

stroii on down to Bigelow Music Shoppe
and see our new stock of sheet music, books,
and methods books

SHE'S GOT EVERYTI

DO YOU?

We carry a fuH Une of musical accessories
TRUMPETS
GUITARS
DRUMS
* King-Silver flare
# Fender
* Rogers
* Bach-Strad
* Sigma
* Ludwig
* Sch«ke-MLB5
* Yamaha
► * Conn-60B
New shipment of Fender amps

Bigelow Music Shoppe
120-130 E. Wooster 353-7303

WELL - IF YOU DONT

tfE?g
CAMPUS
.CORNER

CLASS

Room for rent CHEAP, rest of Spr.

House to sublet, at least, for sum-

We're proud o* you.

O BETA TEAM
mary. anne .cathie.cheryl

- -ST«»IVMd

2 turn, houses close to Univ. avail,
for Summer only. Effective June.
Both are 3 bdrm. Call 352 7163 after
S:30pm_

KAPPA SIGS: You're gonna shine,
when you're tlrst across the line!
Get psyched to win the Beta!!
We're behind you all the way.
Love, The Stardustefs.

congratulate the Sig Ep volleyball
team on their fine performance.

WELCOMES

BARGAIN MATINEES!

353 3247.

times. The DZ's.

The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon

GOOD LUCK PLEDGES AND
CONGRATS NEW ACTIVES

Box Office Opens
One Half Hour Before First Show

Summer Apts. 2 bdrm. furn. $390. 2
bdrm. unhjrn. $310. Rates for entire summer. 641 Third St. #4
352 4380,

cloaa to campus. Call 353-6704.

ZBT SUB SALE
Behind grandstands at the Beta for
only $1.50!

7:30 & 9:45
$1.00 W/I.D.

FRI. & SAT.
Gish Theatre

FOR BINT

12 people needed to subls. apt.
June 14 Aug. 31, 1980. Low rent,

BUMP BUMP BETA
ALPHA GAMS
WE WILL THE BETA!

ACTIVES:
Jim Wojta
Rick Hammond
Mark Headlee
Steve Stanley
Randy Cales
Craig Roberson
John Seckler
Rich Dunlap
Scott Reid

PLEDGES:
John Gerhardt
Greg Grace
John Jeffries
Mike Burner
Jim McNeilis
Jim Sanneman
Craig Mathew

t

waitresses, must be avail, from
7am to 2pm. Apply in person. Cor
ner Kitchen 183 S Main

Qtr. Call Rob or Larry ffl-ayy,

DICKE MISSED A BELTLOOP

Once they get their hands on you,
you're better off...dead.

353*2*3.

TKE'S AND ZBTS Get ready to
boogie after the cook out Friday.
We'll wine, dine & have good

JEN: LOST IN LOVE, WERE
YOU. WELL, I'M GLAD YOU'VE
FOUND ITU DAVE.

99

Fri-Sat.
210 MSC

1 girl needed to summer sublet
house. 2 bdrms. price negotiable.
32S N. Prospect. Call 352 1239 or

Your Baby Lyres.

Zetas at the Beta. Get psyched to
win!! Zeta love,???

"The Brood

U.A.O. CAMPUS FILMS

Furn. apt. to subls. for summer.
Own room. $85 mo. Call Kevin

Where can you get a good sub for

UAO CAMPUS FILMS

3on>.

$100 pedigree
Retriever. Pick
female. 372 3585

HEY SENIORS. GET READY TO
"MEET THE CHALLENGE OF
THE M's" WITH YOUR PLEDGE
TO SENIOR CHALLENGE MAY
5 9!!!

DON'T

We need you! 1 F. Rmte. wanted to
share 2 bdrm. furn. apt. for 80 81
sch. yr. Lots of closets, pool,
clubhouse. Call 3524003 before

1975 Mustang II. Good cond. $1500.
352 6015.

SGA Senatorial Applications
available In 405 Student Services
for Senators from McDonald,
Founders a, Ashley Batchelder.

MAKE
YOUR PLEDGE TO
SENIOR CHALLENGE, MAY $-91

1 or 2 F. rmtes needed for Sum
Qtr. Call Oetol at 3S2 6297.

Tomorrow night the SAE's & their
dates will have a wild time at the
Alter Beta Date Party it's gonna
be a good one!

Friday, May 2 at the Beta House,
707 6th St 4:30-?? Queen & teams
will be announced.

SENIORS,

GOOD LUCK

F needed to sublet house Summer. Close to campus. Util. pd
Low rent 352 1754.

S-7MW.

BETA 500 BETA 500
Saturday May 3 12:30 PM
UNION OVAL.

FALCON HOUSE, 20% OH at) pur
chases Tues.-Sat. Short*, shirts,
tops etc 904 Wooster, by TO'.s

_

1 M. rmte to share turn. apt. 80-81
sch. yr. Close to campus, $110 mo
util. Includ. Bob 354 1310.

BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your 500 Queen.

Sisters.

Congrats to Scott Smith the new
Chief Prosecutor of Student Court.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma

Boss remember, my record is 2 2,
the rest is up to you Good Luck!
WANTED

HAS ALL
YOUR NEEDS!
ACROSS FROM KOHL.

26%'Z0%
4<k Off
Our Entire
Stock of Adidas
Shoes Are Reduced
1
All Sizes and
^J^k> Models to
^ -^ Choose

Applications are available
in room 405 Student Services for:
• Executive Officers Assistant
• Treasurer
• Senators-For Open Districts
Applications Due Monday
May 6th At 5 pm

Take Advantage

Of This Sale

NOW!

Locker Room
SPORTING GOODS

int. aw. Mktft-eMl
:

—:adidas^

May 2, 1980 The BG News 5

20% OFF
RESUME PORTRAITS

*

*

(40% off, if taken at same time
as senior portrait.

Mary, Cathie, Cheryl and Anne

*

UAO CAMPUS FILMS
PRESENTS

*

t Get Psyched for i
t a super Beta RUN!! |

liOalston^ Thotography

*

call for appointment 352-1006

Love Coach Paolucc

2001 :
A Space Odyssey

f

♦•••••a*********************

I
I
I
I

The Resume
Machine®
Typeset Resumes
352-3538
10 Free Copies
With This Ad

1
I
I
I
I

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

*
*

We Have Your
Party Needs

i
*

*
*
{

DRIVE THRU AND PICKUP PEPSI—
CAINS CHIPS & FR. ONION DIP
ON SPECIAL TODAY

{
*
$

A Retrospecitve of the American
Film

Showcase Attraction

Gish Theatre
Sunday 6:45 & 9:15
$1.00 w/ I.D.

*p.G. BEVERAGE DRIVE-THRUt
♦CORNER OF S. COLLEGE & NAPOLEAN *

*

Come Rock *fhS us at the

{

t

Rock - a - Thon

I

*

Why? to niM ' to *mw a dim for the sUe<V

«fVc8o,&:»
FROM TOSH AND TOOTS TO FORBERT
AND THE CLASH, REGGAE ROCKS B.G.
SATURDA YS 10:00 TO 11:00 A.M. AND
TUESDA YS 12:00 TO 1:00 A.M.
OVER WBGU-FM 88.1

<*W r, frant of tka mrnt

UnSen? tuej., iMy 6th from 9:30-5:00 (*n fcy- May 8)
*

YMT

*

cwtifaHlom *■ be graatty appwritfedJ
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PIZZA

5ame Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

MONDAY

352-7031

(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)

Monday, 5 to 8 at Pagliai's East, get a
pizza tree when you purchase another
pizza of equal or greater value.
(Sorry, no delivery. Pick-up or eat-in only.)
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We're on the RUN for a
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WFAL
STEPS OUTSIDE

99

We're making spring quarter happen! Win
6 packs of Coke, win Coke beach towels and
two 10 speed bicycles.

STAMVM

Cinema UZ
LET IT WORK FOR YOUH

EVENING SHOWINGS AT 7:30 AND 9:30 P.M.
SATURDAY SHOWING AT 2:00-7:30 AND 9:30
SUNDAY SHOWING AT 2:00-4:00-7:30 AND 9:30

BILL MURRAY • PETER BOYLE

Also: Beta Broadcast, Saturday at 12:30 pm
The AM that isn't is WFAL 680AM
nw———~—«

CONGRATULATES
THE 1980-1981 UAO
BOARD MEMBERS
President
Vice-President
Committee Coordinator
Directors-At-Large

Administrative
Campus Films
Coffeehouse
Exhibits
Games
Mini-Courses
News & Views/Lectures
Outdoor Recreation
Performing Arts
Publications
Publicity
Public Relations
Special Events
Travel

Bob Rotatori
Nancy Becker
Craig Tel lard
Scott Jeffers
Margie Grim
Candy Streeter
Dave Anderson
Eva Rupert
Gregg Collister
Lisa Petrovick
Gina Garrett
Linda Braun
Scott Werner
Bob Idzakovich
Terry Wakefield
David Zeh
Steve Bryan
Debbie Schultz

THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA
CONGRATULATE THEIR
NEW OFFICERS
Grand Master
Greg Burner
Grand Procurator
Frank Gustoff
Grand Master ot Ceremonies
Rusty Mulvihill
Grand Scribe
Gregg Collister
Grand Treasurer
Scott Stoll
Asst. Treasurer
Rich Dunlap
Social Chairman
Mike Bair
Bill Lobosco
Rush Chairman
Pledge Educator
John Rees, Fall
Brian Ritzenberg
Athletic Chairman
Doug Abercrombie
Scholarship Chairman Lance Mitchell
Historian
Jeff Seckel
Steward
Jim Simmons
Alumni Correspondent Bill Guist
Public Relations
Rick Hammond
House Managers
Steve Fedor
Mark Headlee
IFC Representitive
Scott Smith
Special Events
Larry Testa
Chris Landis
Guards
Doug Abercrombie
Scott Smith
B.A.
Bill Guist

THANKS TO THE OLD BOARD MEMBERS FOR A
JOB WELL DONE.
CONGRATS TO THE OLD OFFICERS FOR
A JOB WELL DONE
w»——««»««»«
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sports,
Elber: BG double threat
Illinois in DeKalb, tomorrow afternoon.
"I'd rather start just for the fact
I'd know I'm going to pitch," Elber
said of the preparedness required for
taking the hill. "But if you know
that's going to be your role, you can
prepare for it easier.

by Kan Koppal
stall reporter

Remember the way pitching staffs
were structured a few years back?
Your aces sat in the dugout, rotating
on the mound every four or five
days. The other hurlers were cast into the bullpen.
Then along came pitchers like
Mike Marshall, Sparky Lyle, Bill
Campbell and Rollie Fingers. The
age of the relief pitcher was born.
Suddenly, the reliever became an integral part of the mound corps, so
much so that a Bruce Sutter can
almost serve as the nucleus of a
staff. No longer were managers
afraid to dip into the bullpen for help
because relief pitching had become
a science, specialty and art
separated from the men who begin
the ball game.
Bowling Green baseball fans
should not get confused if they see
number 33 in the dugout one day, and
in the bullpen the next, for it is the
same player.

"ITS COMPLETELY different
preparing to do both. Anybody you
talk to as a pitcher would rattier
start because of the predictability.
You have the whole night to prepare.
A lot of pitching is mental. If you talk
to a couple guys who have been
around awhile, they understand that
you just can't wind up and throw the
ball like you did in high school. But I
don't mind it as long as I'm pitching.
I can go out and throw in a couple
days."
Knowing that fact, Purvis has used
it to his advantage. Elber, whose initials stand for Paul David (his
father Paul supplied the nickname),
has pitched in 10 games for BG, compiling a 3-3 record with one save and
a 3.99 ERA. He has been credited
with victories in relief against Kent
State and Cincinnati, two of his last
three appearances.
"If you had to pick the number one
guy to bring in in a tough situation,
he'd be the one on our club," Purvis
said. "That doesn't mean I don't
have confidence in him as a starter.
"I had talked to him about the fact
we were going to use him both ways.
As we move into the heart of the
season, there's more demand on our
pitchers, and I'll use Elber wherever
and whenever I feel he's the guy who
gives us the best chance to win."
ELBER SAID he is not confused as
to how he is supposed to help the
team. The 6-foot-l, 200-pound junior
right-hander just wants to help.
"He (Purvis) defined to me very

THE MAN wearing the uniform is
P.D. Elber, who during the first half
of the Falcons' season has seen duty
in both roles, starting ball games
and finishing them in relief.
While it is rather uncommon to see
one individual used in both roles
nowadays, the madness in Falcon
coach Don Purvis' method can't be
cast aside. BG, with Elber leading
the staff in appearances, is 13-19
overall, and in second place in the
Mid-American Conference with a 6-2
mark.
Purvis has already said that Elber
will continue to perform double duty,
and that's exactly what he'll be doing when the Falcons travel to
square off against MAC frontrunning Western Michigan (5-1), in
Kalamazoo. today and 3-3 Northern

clearly that he was going to use me
in relief as well as start because he
wanted me to pitch," Elber said.
"I've always been accustomed to a
lot of appearances and this is the
best thing I can do to help the team.
Personal success is a lot less important."
When Elber turned out at Warren
E. Steller Field in the fall of his
sophomore year, he had intended to
try out as a catcher. However, as a
walk-on, he stood little chance of
dethroning All-MAC backstop Larry
Owen, now property of the Atlanta
Braves, from his catching duties.
"I came out as a catcher," the
21-year-old health major said. "I
saw I wasn't going to make the team,
so around the last day of fall of my
sophomore year, I told Coach Purvis
I can pitch and he gave me a chance
in an intrasquad scrimmage. Apparently, he thought I had some
potential."
DURING THE regular season of
two springs past, Elber made the
last conference road trip with the
team. NCAA rules permit only 20
players travel with the team.
"Ever since then, I've had a real
good chance to pitch," Elber said.
Last season, Elber gained his first
start, against the Golden Flashes.
He began the ball game the following
week at home against NIU.
"He showed me enough in an intrasquad scrimmage to justify keeping him around," Purvis said. He
made himself into a valuable team
member.
"He's certainly one of our most
consistent pitchers. That's been his
key. He's a competitive individual
and believes he can get the job
done."
Elber has adjusted to his dual role

staff photo by Bill Brown
BO junior P.D. Elber delivers a pitch In a game this season. Elber has pitched as both a starter and
in relief for the Falcons this seaaon.

well. He has always known how to
prepare for the starting job. He has
since learned the specialty of relief
work.
"The job of coming on in relief is
not to give up any runs," Elber said.

"Usually when you come in you have
guys on base.
"I concentrate just as hard all the
time, but I begin to seriously think
about that ground ball (the effects of
the fork ball) when I'm in relief.

"I'm just trying to stop the team
where they're at. That's a toughness
that comes along in time. If I go out
there and they have four runs, I want
to leave with them having four
runs."

Hat trick:
Anich hopes three is a charm in 800-meters at nationals
by Christopher Sherk
staff reporter

When the 1980 NCAA outdoor
Track and Field Championships are
held June 5-7 in Austin, Texas, Bowling Green's John Anich will be present - for the third time.
For many collegiate athletes,
qualifying for the nationals in their
sport is a dream seldom realized.
For Anich, the dream is now three
times a reality; yet, he claims that
he hasn't measured up to his own expectations.
"I don't think I've had an outstanding career here," Anich said. "I
don't think I've reached what I expected to reach. I guess I just expected more out of myself than I've
been doing."
FOR ANICH, a berth in the
800-meter finals at nationals may be
just the thing to change his outlook.
And his experience at the NCAA
meet should help.
While just a freshman, Anich, a
6-foot, ISO pound senior from Akron's
Hoban High School, got his first exposure to nationals in the 800. After
running a strong preliminary heat,
he took third in the event's semifinals, needing a second-place finish
to qualify for finals.
A year later, it seemed as if
history could indeed repeat itself.
Anich had again placed out of his
preliminary heat, only to again
finish third in the semis. For the second time in as many tries, he had
missed making the 800 finals by one
spot.

So two years later, Anich looks
ahead to his third and final try at the
NCAA outdoor meet (he still has
another season of eligibility left for
cross country and indoor track).
Anich told of what his earlier experiences had taught him.
"It's a different type of race when
you get to nationals; it's a whole different type of setting," he said.
"Everybody plays games there, I
don't know why.
"ITS A hard race, but it's a sit and
kick type of thing where everybody's
just waiting for somebody to make a
mistake."
Anich said that when he first
started running at the University,
that type of race didn't bother him.
But today, he says he prefers a
faster pace.
"I used to like to sit and kick, but
not anymore," he said. "There are
so many good guys who can outkick
me that I'd just as soon like to have it
go out right from the start, like it did
down at Dogwood (the Dogwood
Relays, where Anich qualified for
this year's nationals)."
Though Anich may not agree, his
coach, Mel Brodt, BG track and field
coach for the last 20 years, said that
Anich has "improved tremendously
since coming out of high school.
"John had a great freshman year.
He was exposed to more stress as a
freshman than (Dave) Wottie (BG's
1972 Olympic gold medalist in the
800) in the four years he was here.
"He (Anich) was on two recordsetting relays and placed in real

Sigma Phi Epsilon Proudly Announces
This Years Recipients of:
Jerry L. Richardson

competition. He was put right in with
the best in the country."
Last weekend, Anich proved once
again that he's still capable of running with the nation's best in the halfmile.
While competing in the prestigious
Drake Relays, he ran a 1:50.3 in the
first leg of BG's distance medley
relay. Though the time was three
seconds off his best in the 800-meter
distance, his effort gave the Falcons
a huge 10-yard lead going into the
relay's second leg.
BEFORE ATTENDING BG,
Anich was running with the best middle distance runners in the state, and
the result was a state high school
championship in the 880-yard run
and the mile.
College has not only brought Anich
stiffer competition, but also a nagging knee injury which has bothered
him since his sophomore year.
The injury, termed chrondralmalcia, is a very painful and irritating condition brought on by a
deteriorating cartilage beneath the
kneecap. As the knee bends, more
cartilage is chipped away to the
point where Anich said, "My bones
are riding on bones, rather than cartilage."
The greatest impact the injury has
had on Anich's running is in cross
country, where the pain of competing on the uneven terrain forced
him to miss most of his sophomore
and junior years in the sport.
"It has a tendency to hurt once in a
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while, especially in cross country,"
Anich said. "That's why I couldn't
run those two seasons in cross country; because of the rough terrain and
the demanding courses, my legs
couldn't take it.
"I had to get on a flat, smooth surface where I wouldn't have any problems."
Anich's success last fall during the
cross country season surprised
everyone, including Anich. His
season was highlighted by a fifth
place finish in the Ohio Intercollegiate Championship, which the
Falcons won.
"Cross country is more training
for me," he said. "I'm really not a
distance-oriented runner, I don't
think.
"This last season I just happened
to be fortunate enough to contribute
to the team. I came back (from summer break) in half-decent shape, and
I got in better shape in the workouts
and progressed to where I could be a
factor on the team."
Anich's cross country comeback
last season surprised bis coach as
well.
"I WAS really surprised when he
came back ready to run last fall,"
Brodt said. "There was a point during his sophomore year when he was
told not to run by some orthopedic
men from Akron, Bowling Green,
Toledo and even Cleveland.
"All I could tell him was, 'If you
want to run, you have to go through
with a lot of pain - you have to wipe
it out of your mind.'
"He's always been a real tough
competitor, and we were hoping that
he would get through it."
As for the future, Anich, a health
and physical education major, said
that be doesn't plan to run competitively after graduation. Instead,

he looks ahead to a career in
coaching track.
Anich spoke of the qualities he sees
as important in a track coach.
"I think the coach's main job is to
help you accomplish what you want
to accomplish," he said. "You have
to be really dedicated to your
athletes and your job. You have to
put yourself out of it and just look at
what they want to accomplish out of
themselves.
"MY COACH in high school

Face OU

Softballers state-bound
Coach Kathy Bole and her Bowling
Green women's Softball team will
have their hands full when they begin
play today in the state championship
tournament at Kent State.
The Falcons have drawn Ohio
University in the first-round of competition. Should BG get by the Bobcats, the next team blocking the path
to the title is No. 1 seeded Ohio State,
who the Falcons lost to twice this
season, 5-4 and 11-4.
Miami, host Kent, Youngstown
State and Cleveland State will join the
field in the two-day event. The
Falcons have a 4-8 record against
teams participating in the tournament. The winner qualifies for the
regional tourney in Illinois later this
month.
LAST YEAR, Bole took BG all the
way to the finals before bowing to the
Buckeyes 3-0. This year with only two
people missing from last year's lineup, Bole hopes that tournament experience will benefit the team.
"I think they know what they have
to do," Bole said. "I think we're (the

Brother of the Year
. Jeff Penny

Morton E. O'Ryan

Involvement Award

Thomas Washbush

Senior Athlete of the Year

Chris Tjotjos

Junior Athlete of the Year

Jeff Pennington

Soprtmore, Junior, Senior.
Tom Heringhaus
Outstanding Academic Achievement
Rick ja|oes
John Flelsher

(Richard Malloy) was really happy
that I was accomplishing something
that I really wanted to do, and that's
why I really admired him.
"Coach Brodt is the same way;
he's really low-key. To have a low
profile is another good quality in a
coach."
But until the day comes when
Anich decides to trade in his running
shoes for those of a coach, he will undoubtedly continue to do what he
does best - run.

FALCON SPORTS ACTION
THIS SATURDAY
—WOMEN'S LACROSSE
11 a.m. vs.Wittenburg
3:00 p.m. vs. Ashland
(Cochrane Field)

—MEN'S TRACK
12:00 noon vs. Miami & Central Michigan
(Whtttaker Track)

FLY HIGH WITH THE FALCONS!
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teams in the tournament) all at the
same level. It's going to come down to
who makes the key hits and who
makes the fewest errors in the field.
We are capable of beating any team in
the tournament."
Bole will be without the services of
right-fielder Julie Fritz, who broke
her arm earlier in the week playing
basketball, but plans to have pitcher
Lisa Shelley ready for action in the
tournament.
"THIS YEAR we're going in much
stronger," Bole said.
The team has improved its team
batting average over last year and
enters the tournament with a 7-13
overall record. Last year they were
3-11 before the tourney.
"I think our defense will be strong.
We have to get our sticks going early
and we have to play heads-up on the
bases.
"It would be great to come home
state champion, but they're not going
to give it to us."
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The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta
would like to congratulate their
1980 spring Pledge Class
Tom Hanzlick Mick Prescott
Rik Joppich
Pat Sugrue
Doug Van Fossen
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Who is Little Caesar???
P.T. Enrico Varricchio
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